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Tuesday October 17

Intermediate Value Theorem
1. Define a function f[x_]:= x^4 - 8x^3 + 26x^2 - 35x

+13

(a) Do you expect the equation f (x) = 0 to have any real solutions? Why or why not?
(b) Compute f[0], f[1], f[2], f[3]. Does this change your answer?
(c) By guessing values, find an approximate root of f .
(d) Check your answer with the Mathematica command Solve[f[x]==0,x] What happens,
and why? Now try NSolve[f[x]==0,x] instead. What changes?
(e) Run the command Plot[f[x],{x,-1,3}]. What do you see, and how does this relate
to parts (b), (c), and (d)?
2. Define a function g[x_]:= x^5-4x^2+1.
(a) Does g have a real root? Why or why not?
(b) Try to find some real roots by plugging in values.
(c) Graph g between −1 and 2 (with the command Plot[g[x],{x,-1,2}]). How many
roots does it appear to have?
(d) Use Solve and NSolve to check your answer.
3. Now consider the piecewise function given by
h[x_]:=Piecewise[{{x^2, x <=0},{-2 - x^2 - x^4, x > 0}}]
(a) Is h a well-defined as written?
(b) Compute h[0] and h[1] Do you expect to find a solution to the equation h[x] = -1?
Why or why not? What’s different?
(c) Plot[h[x],{x,-1,1}]
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Secant and Tangent Line Exercises
1. Plot the graph of f , and imagine what the tangent like will look at near a.
f[x_] := x^3/2-x
Plot[f[x],{x,-2,2}]
2. Pick some points close to a, such as a+1, a+.1, a−1, a−.1, and so forth. On one graph, plot
the function f , and the line connecting two points on the graph near a (using the two-point
equation. The equation for this line in Mathematica code is (x-a)(f[b]-f[a])/(b-a)+f[a]).
I pick the points −1, −.5, −.1, −.01, 1, .5, .1, .01; I’ll show code for lines connecting the first
two of these points to (0, f (0) below.
Plot[{f[x],(x-0) (f[-1]-f[0])/(-1-0) + f[0]},{x,-2,2}]
Plot[{f[x],(x-0) (f[-.5]-f[0])/(-.5-0) + f[0]},{x,-2,2}]
When you follow these steps for each function, make sure you try some points on the
right and some points on the left! Usually the same thing will happen, but not always.
What happens as the points get closer together?
3. Compute the slopes of each of the lines you plotted It’s easiest to do this with a Table
command.
Table[(f[b] - f[0])/(b-0),{b,{-1,-.5,-.1,-.01,-.001,1,.5,.1,.01,.001}}]
What is the limit as your points get closer to a?
4. Use Mathematica to compute the “derivative” at a, which should be the same as the limit
you just computed. There are two ways to do this; one of them is the obvious way. Try each
at least once.
f’[0]

or

D[f[x],x]/.x->0

5. Plot on the same graph f and the tangent line to f at a. Remember the point slope formula
y = m(x − a) + f (a).
Plot[{f[x], f’[0](x-0) + f[0]},{x,-1,1}]
Do all of the previous steps for each of the following functions and points a:
(a) f[x_] := x^3/2 -x and a = 2

(g) Cos[x] and a = 0

(b) g[x_] := x^5+1 and a = 2

(h) k[x_]:=Piecewise[{{-1,x<0},{1,x>=0}}]

(c) h[x_] := x^3+x^2-1 and a = -1

(i) CubeRoot[x] and a=1

(d) i[x_]:=Piecewise[{{Sqrt[x],x<=1},
{x^5,x>1}}] and a = 1

(j) CubeRoot[x] and a=0

(e) j[x_]:=Piecewise[{{5x,x<=1},
{x^5+4,x>1}}] and a = 1
(f) Sin[x] and a = 0

(k) m[x_]:=CubeRoot[x^2] and a = -1
(l) m[x_]:=CubeRoot[x^2] and a = 0
(m) Abs[x] and a = 0
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Secant Lines and Tangent Lines
When we have a graph of a straight line, we can talk about its slope, and understand important
things about how the function behaves (and in particular, how quickly the output changes in
response to changes in the input). If our function is not a straight line, then it does not have a
slope; but we’d like to talk about what slope it “ought to” have anyway. (We will discuss this
more in class soon).
First we recall some facts about lines. There are a few line equations we may want to use:

y = mx + b
y − y0 = m(x − x0 )
y1 − y0
(x − x0 )
y − y0 =
x1 − x0

Slope-Intercept Formula
Point-Slope Formula
Point-Point Formula

In order to write down the equation of a line, we need two pieces of information: either we need
two points, or we need one point and also the slope.
Definition 0.1. A line that touches a curve at one point without crossing it is tangent to the
curve at that point, and we call such a line a tangent line (from Latin tangere “to touch”.)
A line crossing a curve in two points is called a secant line. (from Latin secare “to cut”).
Just as the tangent of an angle is the length of a tangent line segment, the secant of an angle
is the length of a secant line segment.
We calculate what the slope of a function at a point “ought to be” by drawing lines that
approximate our function. A secant line through two points of the function graph will be similar
to the function; as the points get closer together, the line will better approximate the bit of the
function between them. In the limit as the points get arbitrarily close together, the secant line
becomes a very good approximation of our function at a single point–and also becomes the tangent
line at that point.
(Why not just start with the tangent line? It’s difficult to see the equation for a tangent line.
To write the equation for a line we either need two points, or a point and the slope–and if we
knew the slope we wouldn’t need to do any of this to begin with, so we really need two points.
Since the secant line intersects two points, we can use the point-point formula for a line to get an
equation.)
In this lab, we will see the process of approximating a curve via a secant line. At the bottom
of the lab, there is a list of functions and of x-values. For each pair f, a you should do the
following steps; I show you code for the pair f[x_] := x^3/2-x and a=0.
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